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BOOK ACHIEVEMENT AWARD WINNER-BEST BOOK SUSPENSE#1 International Bestselling

Author (5 #1 Books)4X Readers&apos; Favorite Book Award Winner2X Romance Reviews

Reader&apos;s Choice Award Winner Separated by circumstances fifteen years ago, Jake Loughlin

and Danielle Reardon are fatefully reunited at Dragonfly Pointe.But the mysterious Dragonfly Pointe

has a history of tragedy. A brutal assault and murder of a six-year old girl over twenty yearsÂ ago

has remained unsolved. A successful entrepreneur, Jake has hidden his status as a special

investigator for the FBI, and, as owner of the Dragonfly Pointe Inn,Â he&apos;s returned to restore

and renovate the abandoned property.But, unofficially, he&apos;s investigating the theory that a ring

of human traffickers is operating in the area. With three to five kidnappings occurring each year in

Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, Jake can trace a pattern going back as far as thirty-five

years.And there could be a connection to the death of theÂ young girl at Dragonfly Pointe

twenty-two years earlier.Still grieving after the death of her grandmother, Danielle has finally

returned to Crystal Rock to look over her inheritance. A former model and vocalist for a band,

Danielle escaped her chaotic life as a celebrity when her boyfriend died of a drug overdose. After

obtaining her degree in horticulture, she opened a successful landscape business in New

York.When Jake and Danielle finally meet again, it&apos;s magic.But something odd is going on at

Dragonfly Pointe, and when a young girl is kidnapped from a nearby community, the FBI

investigation becomes official and Jake is put into action.And then the eighteen year-old

granddaughter of the former police chief of Crystal Rock is kidnapped. Lucy CallahanÂ is like a

sister to Danielle.When the FBI investigation leads back to Dragonfly Pointe, Danielle herself is put

in danger.Indian legends claims Dragonfly Point has a mysterious power to ensure new beginnings.

Will Jake and Danielle be able to create their own new magical beginning?Visit author page at

.com/Books/Tamara Ferguson
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Interesting characters, a meticulously rendered setting, rich descriptions and chilling suspense are

the ingredients of Tales of the Dragonfly, In Tandem. I enjoyed the rich setting, and the suspense

element is very cleverly needled in the story. The minute details of each characters backstory got in

the way of this being an easy read, though. That fact aside, I loved how easy I could picture the

surroundings that were rendered with love by the author..

i like how the author kept me on my toes! i dont usualy read but when i picked the book on the bus

last week i couldnt stop reading it! i had to buy the book! i had to know what happened i was glued

to the book. i could relate parts of my life to alot of the characters in the book!!! i work for the school

district that the author lives in it is a small community and though i do not know her personaly i do

know a few people who do!!!! i have got to get the 2nd book i have to know what happens!!! i do

want the author to keep writing books like this.. like i said i dont usualy read as it is hard to keep my

attention for long that and i am a mom of 3 younger children ages 5,4,and 2 so i am always on the

go the only time i have to read is when the kids are at school and daycare and im on the bus!!!!!! this

book is a ust read!!!!

This is a well written book with a great blend of romance and suspense, The lead characters,

Danielle and Jake, are well developed and their romantic relationship makes sense, as well as

being sweet and sexy.These are two people who know each other, have a history together, so when

they fall into each other's arms it seems like the most natural thing in the world. That one of them

happens to work for the FBI means there's a reason for the suspense, too.The setting for this story,



Dragonfly Point, is described, beautifully, and the author does a good job talking about the problems

facing summer resort communities. Despite the gorgeous surroundings, Dragonfly Point has been

struggling and now a girl has gone missing. It's not the first time, either.Danielle's childhood friend

was found murdered when they were both nine year olds. Finding out whodunit, how and why sets

the mystery story into play, while the romance between Danielle and Jake takes off. The book

contains some sex and violence, but none of it gratuitous, and shy of being too graphic, for me at

least.I plan to read the next book in the series and heartily recommend this book for fans of romantic

suspense.

In Tales of the Dragonfly author Tamara Ferguson has written a solid story that rates a *****5 Star

review today.This tale of murder, romance, and life in general is set in Dragonfly Pointe at the

Dragonfly Beach and Crystal Lake.I was unable to stop reading this novel. It captured and held my

attention from the start. What a really good book!The reader will be caught up in the lives of the

characters and wanting to know more. There are a few twists, and the ending will leave you wanting

to know more. Suspicions all around. This author is very talented.Tales of the Dragonfly is a smooth

flowing and well written novel, and I believe any thriller/romance lover will enjoy reading it. I will

certainly be continuing on to the next book in this series.

To be honest, I had a copy of the book on my desk for a month or two before picking it up. I had a

long day traveling to Florida with a couple of long layovers, so I decided to check it out. I couldn't put

it down. While visiting family in Florida, I would stay up after everybody else, turn off the TV, and get

back into the book.Great read! I definitely recommend it!

I would describe 'Tales of the Dragonfly' as a Page Turner. You promise yourself that you will put it

down at the end of the page - and go to bed - ten pages later you are still reading. There is romance

and mystery woven into an intriguing plot. The first chapter is a powerful punch in the heart start,

that guarantees you will want to find out more. A little girl is murdered. Why, and by whom? The

author, Tamara Ferguson, then plunges you into a story that explodes beyond the confines of rural

Wisconsin into the dark world of human trafficking.The lead characters, Jake and Danielle are

beautiful, and deeply in love with each other - and deeply committed to putting an end to the stream

of brutal kidnappings, and murders that now span a period of over 20 years. Danielle was the

childhood friend of the young girl murdered at the beginning of the story. As an adult, she is haunted

by the memory of finding the blood spattered body of her friend on the beach at Crystal Rock Lake,



when she was only five years old. Was little Anna the intended victim of the kidnapping or had it

been Danielle?Jake Loughlin, her fiancÃ©, successful businessman - and FBI agent, is determined

to solve the murders while at the same time keeping Danielle safe. Not always an easy task!There

is book 2 in the series, and I for one am excited about the future twists and turns in this fast moving

gripping story.

TALES OF THE DRAGONFLY IS A MUST READ! The story is a wonderful blend of mystery,

suspense and romance. It is a fast-paced, well-written plot with plenty of surprise twists and turns. I

would compare Tamara Ferguson's work to Karin Slaughter meets Susan Wiggs. I thoroughly

enjoyed this book. It is not just a must read. TALES OF THE DRAGONFLY is the perfect romantic

suspense read! IÃ¢Â€Â™m not waiting, I am going to download TALES OF THE DRAGONFLY

BOOK 2.

Very good book. Grab a copy and enjoy.
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